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Abstract: This paper explores the evolution of the conversational formula pues eso in Peninsular
Spanish through the framework of constructionalization, so as to describe how form–meaning
pairings have been consolidated. Additionally, the Val.Es.Co. model for discourse segmentation is
introduced as part of the form pole in the construction. The findings suggest that PE has become a
consolidated parenthetical, procedural device during the 20th century, but that previous centuries are
also key in understanding how the new functions were developed from pues.
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1. Introduction

The Peninsular Spanish conversational formula pues eso (henceforth, PE) covers five
different functions: formulation (1), self-affirmation (2), back-to-topic (3), agreement (4),
and closing mark (5) (Salameh Jiménez 2020b). Observe examples (1)–(5) (see Section 3 for
a more detailed explanation of each function of PE):

(1) Éste se ha ha habido que armarle fuera para poner los hilitos que suben, que
bajan, que tal y luego, PUES ESO, se mete el palito, se le pone empinado,
gotita de cola y, y otro y otro y otro.
You gotta assemble it outside to put the little threads that go up, down, and
so on. Then, PUES ESO, you stick the little stick in, stand it up, a drop of
glue, and another, and another, and another.

(Corpus CREA, oral, Feria de Artesanía, conversación con participante, 27 March
1991. Accesed on: 28 September 2023)

(2) B: Pero la tienes que hacer A: Sí. Ya, PUES ESO, por a veces, ¿por qué tienes
que hacer las cosas? Por cubrir la papeleta. B: But you gotta do it. A: Yeah,
exactly. Well, PUES ESO, sometimes, why do you have to do things? Just to
cover your bases.

(Corpus CREA, oral, Vehículo particular, conversación entre amigos, 6 July 1991.
Accessed on: 28 September 2023)

(3) C: [pues eso resulta que hacía cada ani]malada conduciendo↑ es que cuando
él ya-ha venido conmigo ya había hecho las prácticas↑ y yo no lo he visto
haciendo esas burradas↓
A: es que hay algunos ((computes)) quee-quee [(( )) a ni]vel habi-[de habil-
ida]des son muy [((negados))]
C: [PUES ESO it turns out he did all sorts of crazy things while driving↑
because when he came with me, he had already done the practice↑, and I
didn’t see him doing those crazy things↓
A: Some people are just ((incompetent)) when it comes to skills at that level,
you know, they’re really [(( ))]
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(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 1994 PF.1 http://www.valesco.es. Accessed
on: 28 September 2023)

(4) C: [ya] pero imagínate que te tiene que mirar
B: no no no entonces no [le digo
A: [yaa]
C: [PUES ESO (RISAS)]
C: [yeah] but imagine if she has to look at you.
B: No, no, no, then I won’t [tell her].
A: [yep].
C: [PUES ESO (laughs)].

(Pons Bordería, Salvador (dir.): Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. http://www.valesco.es.
Accessed on: 28 September 2023) (Pons Bordería 2023)

(5) Odio las etiquetas, pero como a todo se le pone una. . ., PUES ESO. I hate
labels, but since everything gets one. . ., PUES ESO.

(CREA 1995 SIERRA I FABRA, JORDI, El regreso de Johnny Pickup [España]
[Madrid, Espasa Calpe 1995] Novela. Accessed on: 28 September 2023)

These five functions, in turn, are associated with various prosodic, structural, and con-
textual features that work together, reflecting a completed process of constructionalization
(Traugott and Trousdale 2013) which remains unexplored. This paper aims to trace the
diachronic evolution of PE as a construction by analyzing linguistic patterns related to pre-
and post-constructional processes, including syntactic (e.g., structural integration, variation
in the placement of PE), semantic (e.g., shifts in meaning, bleaching, combination with new
words), and pragmatic features (e.g., acquisition of new invited inferences in new contexts).
In addition, our proposal incorporates units and positions from the Val.Es.Co. model of
discourse segmentation (henceforth, VAM).

The analysis seeks to achieve several research objectives, such as (i) detecting how
pues and eso were combined in different contexts, (ii) under which conditions their fixation
was possible, and (iii) determining whether PE results from a recent language change
consolidated in the 20th century. Data were retrieved from the CDH corpus (Corpus
del Diccionario histórico de la lengua Española, Real Academia Española) (CDH n.d.), with
particular attention to written texts reproducing orality, in accordance with the concept of
“imitation of orality” (López Serena 2023).

The results suggest a shift in PE towards a free, non-integrated sentence structure that
preserves anaphoric–cataphoric values in novel interactive contexts. Agreement marks and
self-reinforcement functions have been documented in texts published in the late 19th and
20th centuries by authors such as Pérez-Galdós, Aub, Sánchez Ferlosio, etc. Formulation
and back-to-topic have also been consolidated during the 20th century, with some closing
mark examples found as late as the 1990s. However, examining examples from previous
centuries, specifically the 16th and 17th centuries, is crucial for observing the development
of these functions through changes in morphological, structural, and pragmatic features.
The VAM contributes to a better delineation of such functional development, allowing for
the systematic categorization of the construction by considering combinations of functions,
units, and positions. This approach aligns with previous works (Estellés Arguedas and
Pons Bordería 2014; Salameh Jiménez 2020a).

From a broader perspective, the results encourage further research on the construction-
alization of similar interactive formulas in Peninsular Spanish, such as pues nada, pues bueno,
or pues bien (Salameh Jiménez Forthcoming(a)), as well as other general extenders, such as
y nada, y eso, no sé qué, etc. (López Serena 2018; Llopis-Cardona 2020; see also Borreguero
Zuloaga 2023, for the diachronic study of general extenders in Spanish). The existence of
these constructions sharing similar properties in other Romance languages such as French,
Portuguese, or Italian also suggests potential relationships at a higher, abstract level of a
constructional network, which should be explored diachronically (Gras 2011).

http://www.valesco.es
http://www.valesco.es
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The contents of this paper are distributed across the following sections: Section 2
draws upon the frameworks of grammaticalization and construction grammar (Section 2.1)
and summarizes the basic units of the VAM, illustrating how they can be integrated into
a constructional approach (Section 2.2). Section 3 briefly describes how PE functions in
Peninsular Spanish. Section 4 is subdivided into two subsections: Section 4.1 details
the methodology, addressing how the data have been handled and specifying the main
linguistic parameters employed in the analysis; Section 4.2 presents the results through
three sections dealing with the different stages of evolution detected in PE. Finally, Section 5
discusses the theoretical background regarding the results obtained, highlighting areas for
future research.

2. Theoretical Backgrounds
2.1. Beyond Grammaticalization: Construction Grammar and Constructionalization Processes

Research in grammaticalization has been the focus of several works across languages
during the 20th century (see some foundational studies, such as Givón 1971; Hopper 1991;
Sweetser 1988; Traugott 1982, 1995; Traugott and Heine 1991, among others). These works
describe how linguistic items develop grammatical functions in specific contexts (Hopper
and Traugott 2003, p. 2), with special interest in the cognitive and functional mechanisms
under the changes carried out throughout different time spans (Traugott and Dasher
2002, p. 6). Some basic features commonly assumed in grammaticalization studies are:
(i) changes are unidirectional, which means that they are not usually reversible (Haspelmath
1999; Hopper and Traugott 2003, p. 99); (ii) there are generalization processes involving
modifications in class words and uses in new contexts (Hopper 1991, p. 22; Arguedas 2011,
p. 30); and (iii) meaning bleaching tends to be produced, which can differ depending on the
linguistic item addressed (e.g., the development of verbal items, Garachana and Sansiseña
2023; the constitution of prepositional systems, Fagard and Mardale 2015; or the rise of
discourse markers, Salameh Jiménez 2020b; Deng 2023; general extenders, Brinton 2023).

More recently, the field has been opened towards construction grammar (CxG): it
describes language as a system based on form–meaning pairings (Fillmore 1988, p. 36),
incorporating prosodic, morphosyntactic, and semantic features underlying their basis
(Boas 2010, p. 2). Constructions are interconnected within conventional networks, ex-
hibiting varying degrees of size and complexity along a continuum. This continuum
encompasses abstract constructions governed by general rules to more specific construc-
tions with variable morphosyntactic and semantic properties (Fried and Östman 2004,
pp. 18–22). Consequently, grammar (or language, from a broader perspective) is viewed as
a holistic framework wherein no single level of grammar is autonomous or central. Instead,
semantics, morphosyntax, phonology, and pragmatics collaborate within a construction
(Traugott and Trousdale 2013, p. 3). Some recent studies have applied CxG in interactive,
conversational contexts so as to address different grammatical and discursive elements
(e.g., discourse markers, conversational formulas, etc.). These devices can be regarded as
procedural constructions based on the combination of formal, functional, and contextual
properties. This branch of CG is known as interactive construction grammar (ICG) (Gras
2011; Fischer and Alm 2013).

The diachronic approach to CxG is the so-called constructionalization: this framework
explains how new constructions are created and gradually developed as a result of language
change (Trousdale 2014; Petré 2020). Constructionalization posits that language change
occurs when “new patterns come to be entrenched not only in individual minds (‘innova-
tions’) but come to be shared and entrenched within a community of speakers (‘changes’)”
(Traugott 2020, p. 129). Specifically, constructionalization arises from conventionalization,
signifying that mere innovations are insufficient to initiate the constructionalization pro-
cess. Conventionalized constructions involve the emergence of new type nodes with novel
syntax or morphology and coded meaning within the linguistic network of a speech com-
munity, as well as “changes in schematicity, productivity, and compositionality” (Traugott
and Trousdale 2013, p. 22).
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Constructionalization involves two general stages for change which can occur before
or after the process of constructionalization itself: pre-constructionalization and post-
constructionalization (Traugott 2015). Pre-constructionalization refers to small and local
changes in specific contexts which can lead to the creation of a new micro-construction
through gradualness (i.e., through small-step neoanalyses triggering changes; Traugott
and Trousdale 2013, p. 22). Pre-constructionalization processes are usually associated with
small semantic distributional changes (do Rosário and de Oliveira 2016, p. 244), without
expecting big formal or syntactic modifications in the form–meaning pairing (Enghels
and Garachana 2021). For their part, post-constructionalization processes reveal a stage
in which a new meaning is completely associated with a new form, thus emerging a new
consolidated construction (e.g., the periphrasis ir a + inf in Peninsular Spanish; Enghels
and Garachana 2021, p. 325). Some main post-constructional features are the increase in
frequencies of use, the employment of the construction with new words and contexts not
previously allowed, and the change by which the new construction can become the basis
for further developments in other, new, or derived constructions. Also, constructions at
this stage typically involve expansion of collocations, morphological and phonological
reduction (e.g., a lot of large quant experimenting expansion and phonological reductions
after first pre-constructionalization processes; Traugott and Trousdale 2013, p. 27).

In this paper, we adopt an analysis model based on the [F] (form) and [M] (meaning)
correlation from Croft’s 2001 model (Traugott and Trousdale 2013, p. 8; Zhuo and Peng
2016; see also Traugott 2022). Considering the orality of PE, although the total amount
of data retrieved may seem small in specific timespans, it allows for the recreation of the
change pattern developed by PE to serve as the basis for future research. This constructional
analysis is combined with the Val.Es.Co. model (VAM). The next subsection provides a
brief description of the VAM units employed in the analysis.

2.2. The Val.Es.Co. Model of Discourse Segmentation (VAM): A Complementary Tool

The VAM (Val.Es.Co. Group 2014) draws on various approaches, including conversa-
tion analysis and discourse analysis (see some foundational references in Briz et al. 2003).
This model, designed for discourse segmentation, consists of eight units, hierarchically
and recursively related: subact, act, intervention, exchange, turn, turn-alternance, dialogue, and
discourse. These units are categorized into three orders, informative, structural, and social,
and distributed across two levels, monological and dialogical, depending on whether they
reflect the speaker’s individual production or the way speakers interact (see further details
in Pons Bordería 2022).

Additionally, the VAM units occupy four positions: initial, medial, final, and independent.
These positions are relative, implying that a specific position can be associated with different
units depending on the linguistic phenomenon analyzed: for example, discourse markers
can occupy the same position (e.g., initial) in different units (e.g., act, intervention, dialogue)
depending on the function addressed (e.g., turn-taking, reformulation, etc.). This relative
nature of positions allows for a high level of accuracy in the analysis, as well as for a closed
grid crossing units and positions in a visual way (see Table 1):

Table 1. Units and positions in the Val.Es.Co. model.

Units

Subact

Act

Intervention

Exchange Dialogue Discourse
DSS SSS IAS MAS TAS INITIATIVE

(I-I)
REACTIVE

(I-R)

Positions

Initial

Medial

Final

Independent
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From a constructional perspective, the VAM enables a systematic description of dis-
cursive constructions, as units and positions can be integrated as part of the formal pole in
constructions, connected, in turn, to the meaning pole as the basis of the functions they elicit
(see Croft’s model in Figure 1). The meaning pole relies on the notion of conventionalization,
which can be measured by changes in frequencies or by how a node in a consolidated
construction leads to new constructions and productive subschemas (Flach 2020, p. 18).
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That said, transformations in units and positions in the constructional description
can be seen as changes in the formal pole involving changes in the meaning pole. For the
purposes of this paper, we will focus specifically on dialogues, interventions, acts, and
subacts applied to examples showing a big degree of orality.1

2.2.1. Intervention

Intervention is the maximal, structural unit resulting from the content uttered by
speakers in a conversation. Interventions are associated with turns, which are produced
once participants accept and validate the speaker’s intervention (Pons Bordería 2022, p. 79).
They can be classified into three types: initiative (iI), reactive (rI), and reactive–initiative
(r-iI). Initiative interventions trigger responses from other speakers, which are reactive
interventions. When a reactive intervention triggers, in turn, new responses, it becomes
reactive–initiative (Espinosa 2016, p. 15). Example 6 presents these three types:

(6) iI P: he ido a la tienda esa/bueno↓/aa-/a cobrarte la lotería//y ee-lo que
me han dao/de la lotería
r-iI T: ¿esto?
rI P: (claro)/o-ochocientas pesetas y doscientas que llevaba yo
iI P: I went to that store/well↓/uu-/to collect your lottery winnings//and
uu-what they gave me/from the lottery.
r-iI T: This?
rI P: Yeah (of course), e-eight hundred cents and two hundred that I had.

(Val.Es.Co. Group 2002. Accessed on: 28 September 2023)

Interventions are composed by smaller and larger units. Specifically, different inter-
ventions combine to form exchanges, which then give rise to dialogues.

2.2.2. Dialogue

Dialogue is a high-level structural unit which results from the combination of different
interventions and exchanges made by different speakers. Dialogues are based on the notion
of topic change, also related to interventions in the VAM: a new topic involves an initiative
intervention at the beginning and a reactive intervention at the end. This can be represented
schematically as follows (see Figure 2):
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and Fischer 2021, p. 106).

Dialogues also require interventions to be recognized as turns (i.e., they are based in
turn-alternance). All these features of dialogue can be observed in examples 7 and 8, in
which a dialogue starts with a first initiative intervention (see 7), and a new dialogue is
introduced after closing the previous one with a last reactive intervention (see 8):

(7) A: me encanta la gente que sale a correr// o va al gimnasio que tienen
pantalón corto yo cuando salgo a correr voy con pantalón largo no puedo
B: ah pues yo con-yo soy de esa gente yo cuando voy al gimnasio como está
al lado de mi casa voy ya con los pantalones cortos
A: I love people who go for a run or to the gym wearing shorts. When I
go for a run, I wear long pants; I just can’t do shorts.
B: Oh, well, I’m one of those people. When I go to the gym, since it’s right
next to my house, I just go in shorts.

(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 2017 PT.24 http://www.valesco.es. Accessed
on: 28 September 2023)

(8) A: o en la caseta de la piscina ¿¿no?? (RISAS)/ya ves nano
B: aay y tú que-y no sé↑ ¿¿qué parida dijiste tú dee-→del el día que estábamos
ahí [tiraos en el césped?]?//no ((sé que)) dijimos-dijiste sé qué del
A: ¡[¡ah!! sí me acuerdo]
A: yaa pero no me acuerdo lo que dije ya
B: por cierto laa laa Miriam esa nano ¿¿se llama Miriam la hermana de
Verónica?? sí
A: sí↓ yo creo que sí
A: Or at the pool booth, right? (laughs) You know what I mean, bro.
B: Oh, and you, what-I don’t know, what nonsense did you say about-about
that squash thing from abroad that day when we were lying on the grass?
We said-you said something about squash.
A: Oh yeah, I remember now. Well, I remember the moment, but I don’t
remember exactly what I said.
B: By the way, that Miriam, the one who’s Veronica’s sister, right?
A: Yeah, I think so.

(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 1994 PF.8 http://www.valesco.es. Accessed
on: 28 September 2023)

Interventions, as the basis of exchanges and dialogues, depend on their immediate,
monological constituent in the VAM: the act.

2.2.3. Act

The act is the monological, structural unit, hierarchically dependent of interventions
(Briz et al. 2003, p. 31; Pons Bordería 2016, p. 547). Acts in the VAM are defined by
the combination of three main features: illocutionary force, propositional content, and
intonation groups. The illocutionary force is recognized as a primary, main identifiable
feature which can be completed with semantics and prosody as secondary features (Pons
Bordería 2022, p. 95). Example 9 represents how acts are segmented in the VAM:

(9) B1: #pues yo/es que/no sé/yo es que/yo sí que estoy segura#
A1: # mm ¿estás segura?/ ¿seguro? /o sea ¿lo tienes claro?#

B2: #sí#
A2: #(pues yo no)#
B1: #Well, you know, ehh-I don’t know, I mean, I really am sure. #
A1: #Are you really sure? /I mean, like, really sure? #

http://www.valesco.es
http://www.valesco.es
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B2: #Yes#
A2: #Well, I’m not#.

(Example retrieved from the DPDE, description of o sea)

Example (9) presents different interventions composed by acts: B1 produces a statement;
A1 asks through an interrogation; B2 produces an affirmation; and, last, A2 also makes
another statement. These different illocutionary forces are the core of each intervention
produced by Speakers A and B. All these acts are annotated by using the symbol “#”.

Finally, acts are made up of lower units, the subacts. The relationship between acts and
subacts establishes a bridge between the structural and the informative levels in the VAM.

2.2.4. Subact

Subacts are semantic–informative units which constitute the minimal informative,
monologic level in the VAM (Val.Es.Co. Group 2014, p. 54). These units are identified
by prosodic and semantic marks. Subacts are key units in the VAM since they represent
the space where discourse markers, constructions, etc., can be analyzed (Pons Bordería
2022, p. 101). Depending on the type of semantic information they introduce (i.e., causes,
conditions, consequences, etc.), subacts can be substantive (SS) or adjacent (AS), as observed
in the following examples:

(10) # {DSS esta es de cuarenta y dos→esta también tiene sus años DSS}# #{DSS
iba yo al cole→//y le dimos→[una sor]presa a mi padre→porque yo me
acuerdo↑///(4”) que la compró mi madre↑/ se la compró mi madre a mi
tío Christian↑ #{DSS entonces [la puso aquíí] DSS}# #{SSS yy y era que mi
padre iba a por mí aa inglésˆ SSS} (. . .) # {DSS This one’s forty-two years old,
too. DSS}# #{DSS It’s been around for a while, DSS}# # {DSS I was going to
school, and we surprised my dad, because I remember that my mom bought
it.///(4”) My mom bought it from my uncle Christian, DSS}# #{ So DSS She
placed it here, DSS}# #{SSS And, and it was because my dad was picking
me up from English class SSS} (. . .)

(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 2018 PT.26.S10. http://www.valesco.es.
Accessed on 28 September 2023)

Example (10) presents different SS based on substantive content, which can be more
relevant or secondary within the intervention produced. Depending on such relevance, SS
can be classified as directive substantive subacts (DSSs) and subordinate substantive subacts
(SSSs). DSSs are highly informative; SSSs are semantically and informatively dependent on
DSSs. In this case, the SSS expands the information included in the previous DSS.

SS are combined with AS. Adjacent subacts are namely based on procedural meaning
and can also be subclassified into further categories: textual adjacent subacts (TASs), modal
adjacent subacts (MASs), and interpersonal adjacent subacts (IASs). The meaning behind
AS does not affect the propositional content underlying acts (i.e., their logical form; Pons
Bordería 2016). As a result, they could be deleted from any example without provoking
a loss of conceptual meaning as would happen with SS. The following example includes
different types of AS:

(11) A: #{MAS hombre MAS} {TAS pues TAS} {DSS no pero {TAS es que TAS} a
Josmi se lo piden seguro, {IAS ¿no? IAS} DSS}#
A: #{ MAS Well MAS} {TAS then TAS} { DSS no→ but {TAS the thing is TAS}
they probably ask Josmi too, } {IAS right↑? IAS} DSS} #

(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 2011 PT.S3 http://www.valesco.es. Accessed
on 28 September 2023)

In Example (11), TASs organize and distribute the flow of speech; they reflect the
relationship between the ideas expressed and the discourse. MASs allow speakers to
modalize the discourse they are related to; they highlight the relationship between the

http://www.valesco.es
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speaker and his/her own discourse. Last, IASs show how speakers interact to each other in
a discourse; then, they highlight the relationship between speaker and hearer(s).

3. General Features of PE in Peninsular Spanish

Peninsular Spanish PE has been commonly described as a conversational formula
derived from the Spanish discourse marker pues (Álvarez 1999; Briz 1993; Pons Bordería
1998; see also Iglesias 2000 for a diachronic approach until the 15th century). As argued
in Salameh Jiménez (2020b, pp. 110–11), the pragmatic uses of pues (e.g., formulation,
or cataphoric–anaphoric values introducing non-preferred answers; Briz 1993, p. 156)
have triggered new, fixed combinations with other linguistic items (e.g., pues nada, pues
bueno, pues bien, pues vale; Salameh Jiménez Forthcoming(a)). Also, PE is determined by
the deictic, neutral pronoun eso, which creates a cognitive space leading to non-tangible
elements such as ideas or concepts without explicit mention (De Cock 2013, p. 11). In
particular, the neutral pronoun eso is related to vagueness processes produced in the so-
called abstract region (Achard 2001), in which any discursive content could be placed (i.e.,
fillers, formulative devices, etc.).

All these features have contributed to the fixation of pues and eso even earlier than
other formulas based on a schematic abstraction of pues (Salameh Jiménez Forthcoming(a)).
In PE, some original properties from both items have been integrated into its meaning
basis to some extent; however, some new properties have been acquired in new contexts
(Croft and Cruse 2008, p. 350). Thus, the functions of PE cannot be addressed as only
the compositional combination of the meanings behind the original forms. This formula
presents five different functions (see Section 1): formulation, reinforcement, back-to-topic,
agreement, and closing mark (Salameh Jiménez 2020b).

Formulations with PE are produced when the speaker discusses a specific topic and
further information needs to be added to make the conversation progress. Whether the
speaker cannot find immediately the most precise words, PE establishes a pause to search
for the new content and also allows them to maintain the floor in the conversation, like in
Example (12):

(12) 523 A: luego tengo un grupo de amigas también que con ellas también
hago→/pues eso↓/salimos↑/¡VA!/NOS VAMOS A JÁVEA/porque una
tiene allí un apartamento↑/vamos allí§
523 A: Then I have a group of friends too, and with them, we also do→/PUES
ESO ↓/we go out↑/WE’RE HEADED TO JÁVEA/because one of them has
an apartment there↑/we’re going there§

(Corpus Valesco 2.0, Conversation 1, Interventions 519–527. Accessed on: 28
September 2023)

Reinforcement allows speakers to emphasize the illocutionary force associated with
their statement, which constitutes a propositionally complete content, as shown in (13).
Most parts of reinforcement contexts are also related to self-conclusions, especially em-
ployed in the final position.

(13) F: y te dan zapatillas/zapatillas también para levantarte
P: pero si tienes por ejemplo dolor de lumbago/pues eso
F: And they also give you slippers/slippers to wear when you get up
P: But if you, for example, have lower back pain/PUES ESO

(Corpus Valesco, printed version 2002, p. 288)

The back-to-topic use of PE is very common in colloquial conversations: speakers tend
to make (micro-)changes of topic in the flow of a conversation and, later, they decide to
come back again to one of the topics previously addressed by the group. In these cases, the
speaker also employs PE as a turn-taking device, as observed in (14):

(14) A: [María Jesús ¿¿te acuerdas cuando] fuimos a-?? aa-eras tú ¿¿no?? la que
vi[nistes conmigo (GRITOS)] (RISAS) [(( ))(ENTRE RISAS)]
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B: [sí] [síí sí sí]
C: [que no se enter]aba/[es igual]
A: (( )) [(( ))] no lo vi pasar ni nada y bueno es que me entró el ataque [((de
risa)) (( ))]
C: [pues eso resulta que hacía cada ani]malada conduciendo↑ es que cuando
él ya-ha venido conmigo ya había hecho las prácticas↑ y yo no lo he visto
haciendo esas burradas↓
A: es que hay algunos ((computes)) quee-quee [(( )) a ni]vel habi-[de habil-
ida]des son muy [((negados))]
A: [Maria Jesús, do you remember when] we went to-?? aa-it was you,
right?? who came with me (SHOUTS)] (LAUGHTER) [(( ))(AMIDST LAUGH-
TER)]
B: [yes] [yes yes yes]
C: [he had no idea]/[it doesn’t matter]
A: (( )) [(( ))] I didn’t even see him pass by or anything, and well, I burst into
laughter [((laughing)) (( ))]
C: [PUES ESO it turns out he did all sorts of crazy things while driving↑
because when he came with me, he had already done the practice↑, and I
didn’t see him doing those crazy things↓
A: Some people are just ((incompetent)) when it comes to skills at that level,
you know, they’re really [(( ))]

(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 1994 PF.1 http://www.valesco.es. Accessed
on: 28 September 2023)

In dialogical contexts, PE can work as an agreement mark, in some cases even func-
tioning itself as a response intervention. It becomes an explicit expression of acceptance of
what is said by another speaker, as in (15):

(15) B: bueno la verdad es que en fallas en
A: pues eso→[que nos lo hagamos mirar]
B: Well, the truth is that the festivals are <fsr t=“really”>really</fsr>→
A: PUES ESO→[we should get it checked out]

(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 2011 PT.S3 http://www.valesco.es. Accessed on:
28 September 2023)

Last, the closing mark in PE highlights how speakers end a topic they were talking
about and allows for introducing a new one, which can be made by the same speaker or by
another speaker. In these contexts, PE can be combined with other discourse markers, such
as nada or bueno, as shown in (16):

(16) A: ¿¿¡y quinientas pelas te ha costado ese paqueti[to!?]?
B: ¡[¡no!]! que llevaba quinientas pelas↑ he comprao tabaco↑/y he comprao
los folios y me han costadoo doscientas y pico doscientas treinta↓ el paque-
eel paquete de folios pues→
C: mm
B: pues eso// y nada
A: ¿¿tú te quedas a comer Nico??
C: no↓ yo me voy ya
A: And did that pack of paper cost you five hundred pesetas?
B: [No]! I had five hundred pesetas↑, I bought cigarettes↑, and I bought the
paper, and it cost me two hundred and something, like two hundred and
thirty↓ for the pack of paper, well→
C: Mm.
B: PUES ESO//y nada
A: Are you staying to eat, Nico??
C: No↓ I’m leaving now.

http://www.valesco.es
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(Corpus Val.Es.Co 3.0. Conversation 1996 PF.11 http://www.valesco.es. Accessed
on: 28 September 2023)

As said, these five functions have been developed by combining form and meaning
changes throughout time, abandoning compositional processes. To detect how these
changes happened, we adopt a constructionalization approach incorporating some useful
descriptive notions, such as the pre- and post-constructional changes (also, see Brinton’s
2023 recent work on the evolution of what-general extenders in English).

4. Results
4.1. Data Compilation and Analysis Parameters

The diachronic study of orality through written texts is commonly assumed by re-
searchers, given that recreations of interaction can be found in literary texts, which allows
for understanding how real variation was in the past (Del Rey Quesada 2020). Thus, a play
presenting an oral use of a linguistic item could reveal that this specific linguistic item was
being diffused or conventionalized in a time period (see also López Serena and Rivera 2018).

All the samples of PE in Peninsular Spanish have been compilated from the Corpus del
diccionario histórico de la lengua Española (CDH) from the Real Academia Española (RAE),
which is composed of 355,740,238 items distributed as follows: (a) the nuclear CDH section,
covering more than 32 million texts from Peninsular Spanish; (b) the CORDE section, which
includes texts from the Corpus Diacrónico del Español since the 12th century to 1975; and (c)
the CREA section including texts from 1975 to 2000. The fact that the CDH includes a big
number of materials from CORDE and CREA supports its representativity for the purposes
of our study.

All the examples have been manually extracted and classified depending on the degree
of fixation in PE (i.e., cases without fixation (17) and cases with fixation (18)):

(17) —¡Deshonra! —exclamó el padre con asombro—, deshonra ha dicho usted,
señora. Pues eso sí que es cosa grave.
—“Disgrace!”—exclaimed the father with astonishment—, “disgrace you have
spoken, madam. For that is indeed a serious matter.”

(1871 PÉREZ GALDÓS, BENITO, El audaz. Historia de un radical de antaño
[España] [CORDE, Madrid, Real Academia Española 2003] Novela)

(18) Pues eso. Sólo queda por averiguar si a las autoridades alguien les ha
explicado que en propia meta también cuentan.
Pues eso. The only thing left to find out is whether someone has explained to the
authorities that own goals also count.

(25 May 1996, El Mundo, 25 May 1996 [España] [Madrid, Unidad Editorial, 25
May 1996] Arquitectura)

Examples without fixation of pues and eso have also been analyzed so as to detect
first documentations of non-compositional uses of PE, especially in those cases related to
bridging contexts in the language change process. This part of the study has been key also
in detecting pre-constructional changes previous to the complete constructionalization.
The analysis is based in the following linguistic properties: morphosyntactic (syntactic
integration or liberation, scope, including positions and units, as well as changes from the
monological to the dialogical level), semantic (bleaching in meaning, changes in meaning
in pues and eso, etc., acquisition of new degree(s) of (inter)subjectivity), and pragmatic (new
contextual invited inferences). The VAM will be considered part of the form pole within
the construction.

4.2. Results

A general approach to the quantitative data suggests some relevant information from
frequencies. There are a total of 733 tokens of pues and eso in the CDH, including both
compositional and constructionalized cases. Table 2 summarizes the distribution of the

http://www.valesco.es
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733 cases per century and the normalized frequencies from the CDH corpus (all the words
per century):

Table 2. Total amount of compositional/constructionalized cases of pues and eso in the database, with
normalized frequencies from the CDH corpus (Spain).

#Absolute #Normalized (/1,000,000 Words)

15th Century 4 0.16
16th Century 40 0.84
17th Century 91 2.97
18th Century 16 1.48
19th Century 115 3.33
20th Century 467 4.34

A focus on the data reveals a first, intuitive idea of the dialogicity behind this con-
versational formula: a total of 170 tokens of 733 in the database are related to dialogical
texts. This means that the combination of pues and eso, fixed or not, has appeared almost
200 times in the database in contexts reproducing interaction in novels and plays, specifi-
cally introducing answers to the interventions made by others. As observed in Table 3, a
clear increase in PE in these dialogical contexts is detected since the 19th century, which
would reveal that the constructionalization of this formula would be apparently completed
in these centuries:

Table 3. Cases of pues and eso related to dialogical contexts in the database (Spain).

#Absolute #Normalized (/1,000,000 Words)

15th Century 1 0.04
16th Century 2 0.042
17th Century 2 0.065
18th Century 1 0.09
19th Century 43 1.24
20th Century 121 1.12

Nevertheless, an automatic search alone is insufficient to draw definitive conclusions.
The analysis of the remaining 562 tokens is essential to understand why PE became es-
tablished as a construction and why its scope expanded from monological to dialogical
contexts. It is also crucial to examine the earlier stages of the construction, even before it
functioned as a parenthetical device, in order to trace the pattern by which a connective
followed by a neutral deictic changed into a fixed response and how it acquired textual,
modal, and interactive uses.

That said, the PE data reveal three primary stages in the constructionalization process:
non-constructionalized PE (Section 4.2.1), constructionalization in progress (Section 4.2.2),
and constructionalized PE (Section 4.2.3). These stages, in turn, are associated with pre-
and post-constructionalization processes. Pre-constructional changes are initiated in the
first and, notably, in the second stage, while post-constructional processes are a part of the
third stage, where the constructionalization of PE appears to be completed for at least four
out of five values.

4.2.1. First Stage: Non-Constructional PE

As anticipated, the initial instances of PE found in the database exhibit a compositional,
non-constructional meaning. This implies that pues and eso are not part of the same
integrated structure, which can be verified through various formal linguistic tests. Consider
the following example from the 15th century:

(19) e como dixo meliangans pues yo he lo mejor dela batalla pues eso que tu
dizes dixo el Rey non te vale cosa que vien vemos todos como es entonçes
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dixo meliangas yo buscare mi derecho por do quier que pudiere pues de
dicho la batalla tullir non me podeis e desde aqui digo a lançarote que si al
presente dexa la batalla que lo [. . .] sentençiado entonçes tiro (. . .)
I have the best of the battle,” well, what you say, said the King, doesn’t help
you at all. We all see how it is. Then Meliangans said, “I will seek my right
wherever I can, for you cannot stop me from leaving the battle.” And from
here, I tell Lancelot that if he leaves the battle now, they will consider it a
sentence. Then he threw (. . .)

(c1414 ANÓNIMO, Traducción de Lanzarote del Lago [España] [Harvey Sharrer,
Madison, Hispanic Seminary of Medieval Studies 1999])

In (19), there is a combination of pues and eso in which pues works as a conjunction,
relating the utterance it introduces to a previous cause expressed through the preceding
utterances, while eso functions as a neutral pronoun, serving as a deictic reference to all
previously mentioned information (i.e., functioning as an anaphoric device). Morphosyntac-
tically, eso is fully integrated into the sentence, as evidenced by its predication relationship
with the verb “es” (to be) and other complements. It admits the substitution of the deictic
“eso” by other neutral devices that refer to the preceding content (e.g., pues lo que tú dices,
pues aquello que tú dices, pues la cosa que tú dices, etc.). Importantly, eso is used within lengthy
sentences and even subordinate clauses. Semantically, there is no bleaching or reanalysis
that leads to new pragmatic uses of pues + eso; instead, they retain their original, funda-
mental meanings that are not associated with a potential schematic construction based on
pues. Finally, according to the VAM, pues and eso would be categorized within the directive
substantive subact (DSS) with scope over the following subordinate substantive subact
(SSS). This reflects their non-liberation or non-consolidation as a construction.

Example (20) also presents uses of PE which are part of the sentence level, without
syntactic complete freedom:

(20) (. . .) aunque pongamos toda la firmeza posible en tener el pensamiento fijo
en Dios cuando estamos orando y aun celebrando, al mejor tiempo se nos
va de casa sin licencia, y desaparece; y tornándolo a traer, luego torna a
desaparecer, y como una anguila se nos cuela por entre las manos. Pues eso
es lo que principalmente hace dificultosísimo este ejercicio.
(. . .) even if we put all the firmness possible into keeping our thoughts fixed
on God when we are praying or even celebrating, at the best time, it escapes
our house without permission and disappears. And when we bring it back,
it immediately disappears again, slipping through our hands like an eel.
Thus, this is what primarily makes this exercise extremely difficult.

(1554 GRANADA, FRAY LUIS DE, Libro de la oración y meditación [España] [Álvaro
Huerga, Madrid, Fundación Universitaria Española-Dominicos de Andalucía 1994]

Religión)

The difference regarding cases like (19) is that pues introduces a conclusion derived
from the previous utterances (i.e., it does not only mark a cause–consequence relationship
within a sentence) and that it works as a connective mark which could be deleted from the
sentence without a loss of meaning:

(. . .) y tornándolo a traer, luego torna a desaparecer, y como una anguila se nos
cuela por entre las manos. Eso es lo que principalmente hace dificultosísimo este
ejercicio.

And when we bring it back, it immediately disappears again, slipping through our hands
like an eel. This is what primarily makes this exercise extremely difficult.

Nevertheless, these examples are still compositional and do not show any degree
of constructional (semi)fixation. The database retains a total of ca. 170 compositional
contexts of pues and eso, which is expected since the connective pues has not disappeared or
been replaced by other constructions that it may have triggered (indeed, pues and other
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derived constructions, such as PE, pues nada, or pues bien would not be placed at the same
level within a constructional network). Table 4 provides a summary of their distribution
throughout centuries in the corpus, including normalized frequencies:

Table 4. Cases of pues and eso in the first, compositional stage in our database (Spain).

#Absolute #Normalized (/1,000,000 Words)

15th Century 2 0.08
16th Century 21 0.44
17th Century 42 1.37
18th Century 5 0.46
19th Century 25 0.72
20th Century 94 0.87

4.2.2. Second Stage: Constructionalization in Progress

The second stage encompasses initial, bridging uses of pues and eso, involving some
reanalysis processes that alter specific aspects of meaning and pragmatic values. Con-
tinuative and illative original values of pues are key in this second stage so as to lead to
pre-constructionalization constructional shifts. Notably, during the 16th and 17th cen-
turies, agreement and reinforcement marks appear to be activated in contexts where the
construction is not yet fully established. Of particular relevance for the analysis is the
combination of pues and eso with specific verbal constructions and, in a more fixed form,
with mismo (adj.; pues eso mismo) in dialogic contexts, where it serves as a response, or in
monological contexts, reinforcing the speaker’s own statements. A closer examination of
these initial uses suggests a formal–functional specialization of PE, contributing to a new,
less compositional meaning that precedes new parenthetical uses (see Section 4.2.3).

4.2.2.1. Agreement Mark

Examples (21) and (22) illustrate the emergence of the first continuative values marked
by the agreement feature, represented schematically as PE + V:

(21) Latancio.—Pues eso juzgó, mátalo allí como él se lo dixo, ca dos nobles
mejores que a sí mató. Latancio.—Well, that’s what he decided; kill him
right there, just as he told you, because he killed two nobles better than
himself.

(1471–1476 [finales del s. XV] GARCÍA DE SALAZAR, LOPE, Istoria de las
bienandanzas e fortunas [España] [Ana María Marín Sánchez, Madrid, Corde

2000] Historia)

(22) —Pues eso es así, yo y tu madre cenaremos estos dos. Tú cena el que heciste,
que quien eso sabe razón es que eso cene.
—Well, that’s right. Your mother and I will have these two for dinner. You
have the one you made, because whoever did that should be the one to eat it.

(1574 SANTA CRUZ DE DUEÑAS, MELCHOR DE, Floresta española [España]
[Maxime Chevalier, Barcelona, Crítica 1997] Relatos)

In these instances, pues eso remains integrated at the sentence level, albeit with a
degree of syntactic liberation reflected in certain morphosyntactic features. In contrast to
examples (19) and (20), pues eso now reduces the number of verbal complements and limits
its compatibility with subordinate clauses (e.g., pues eso que). As a result, the length of the
utterance containing pues eso is shorter. Both pues and eso are used in a dialogical context,
where pues serves to introduce a continuation of the previous discourse through a response.

These dialogical contexts may trigger reanalysis derived from the continuative original
value of pues, employed specifically to accept something stated by others or provide further
information to a previous intervention (Briz 1993). However, it is essential to note that the
constructionalization process is not yet complete. The neutral pronoun eso can function
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as both a subject and a direct object, indicating a lack of morphosyntactic freedom and
suggesting that its removal would result in a loss of grammatical meaning. Additionally,
segmentation using the VAM units confirms that pues and eso do not yet constitute a fully
adjacent subact (AS). “Pues” can be tagged as a textual adjacent subact (TAS), while the
remainder of the sentence, including eso, belongs to the directive substantive subact (DSS).
This pattern is consistent across other examples in the corpus, indicating some degree
of compositionality.

In summary, the combination of form and meaning parameters reveals an ongoing
change. The possibility of new pragmatic interpretations stemming from pues and their
expression through eso within a broader paradigm of neutral devices signifies a change,
as reflected in formal parameters (e.g., morphosyntactic reduction, verbal restrictions).
Furthermore, there is a positional and scope transformation evident in the VAM units:
examples from the initial stage were typically positioned within the medial part of the DSS,
whereas the new uses in agreement contexts are now placed at the initial position of the
intervention, creating a new context for the use of pues.

Similarly, (23) shows an instance of first uses of pues and eso within a more specific
agreement construction:

(23) A: Que ayude el sol no lo niego, mas para engendrar un yo, otro yo es fuerza:
que el fuego dará calor al que obró el ser que me forma luego.
B: Pues eso mismo te digo: que el sol que una vez llegó a estar, Rosaura,
conmigo, en mí misma te engendró.
A: That the sun helps, I do not deny it, but to beget one “I,” another “I” is
necessary; for the fire will give heat to the one who worked the being that
later forms me.
B: Well, I tell you the same: the sun that once came to be, Rosaura, with me,
engendered you in myself.

(c1612 VEGA CARPIO, LOPE DE, El animal de Hungría [España] [Biblioteca
Virtual Miguel de Cervantes, Alicante, Universidad de Alicante 2002] Verso)

Morphosyntactically, both elements are still integrated into the sentence structure
and allow for additional verbal complements. However, there is a reduction in length.
Additionally, combinations with other verbs appear less frequent, resulting in clearer,
explicit agreement, functioning as an echoic marker. Semantically, the meaning of pues and
eso becomes more constrained due to the explicit agreement expressed through devices like
mismo, which unambiguously refer to the preceding information in conjunction with the
neutral deictic eso.2

From a pragmatic perspective, this structure can be interpreted in two ways due to
the illocutionary force expressed: a literal reading, where Speaker B is simply echoing
Speaker A, and a non-literal reading that triggers an invited inference of acceptance, further
reinforced. This functional specialization in using pues and eso restricts the introduction of
refusals in these contexts, which involves a bleaching process in the meaning, particularly
with the inferential value of eso becoming more prominent.

In contrast to the previous examples, these cases cannot be segmented in the same
manner according to the VAM. Pues eso mismo te digo or Pues eso mismo as parentheticals
might possess a procedural meaning in dialogic contexts, contributing to the constructional-
ization process (see Cuenca 2017). However, these examples cannot be categorized as pure
textual adjacent subacts (TASs), given that a conceptual basis is evident in the structure.
Pues would be clearly tagged as a TAS, as summarized in the following schema comparing
the first and second stages through the VAM:

- First stage of PE > # ACT # {DSS} (pues eso within the Directive Substantive Subact)
- Second stage of PE > Reactive intervention #ACT# {TAS} (pues eso as Textual Adja-

cent Subact)

To sum up, the agreement mark function of PE seems to be directly originated from
pues used in clear dialogical contexts introducing responses since the 15th century (see
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Iglesias 2000). These responses do not only agree with what is said but also allow for
evaluating and adding further information to the previous intervention. This association of
eso with pues in dialogic contexts will facilitate the evolution into more restrictive contexts
linked to specialized responses geared towards explicit agreement. As observed in Figure 3,
these uses of pues have been kept in the database until the present in coexistence with the
constructionalized PE, triggered in the 19th century and consolidated in the 20th century
(see also Section 4.2.3):
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Figure 3. Distribution of pues and eso vs. PE per century in the database (Spain).

4.2.2.2. Development of the Reinforcement Value

The reinforcement value developed concurrently with the agreement mark value, as
seen in Example (24):

(24) (. . .) derramado tu nombre’. Porque de todos aquestos nombres resulta un
nombre, Jesús, de manera que no lo fuera ni se lo llamara, si alguno de ellos
le faltara por caso. ¿Por ventura cada uno de nosotros no ve en sí y en la
mudanza de sus voluntades que se llama Cristo Admirable? Pues eso es
ser Jesús. Porque el principio de nuestra salud es, cuando comenzamos
a aborrecer lo que antes amábamos, dolernos de lo que nos daba alegría,
abrazarnos con lo que nos ponía temor, seguir lo que huíamos y desear con
ansia lo que desechábamos con enfado.
. . . spilled your name.’ Because from all these names, one name emerges,
Jesus, so that he would not be, nor would he be called, if any of them were
missing. Do each of us not see in ourselves and in the change of our desires
what is called Christ Admirable? Well, that is to be Jesus. Because the
beginning of our salvation is when we start to detest what we once loved,
feel pain for what brought us joy, embrace what filled us with fear, pursue
what we used to flee from, and ardently desire what we previously rejected
with annoyance.

(1583 LEÓN, FRAY LUIS DE, De los nombres de Cristo, libros I-III [España] [Eva
Álvarez Martino, Oviedo, Universidad de Oviedo, 1996] Religión)

In (24), there is a monological context in which pues introduces a response to a preced-
ing rhetorical question uttered by the same speaker. Morphosyntactically, this response,
which includes pues and eso, forms a compact structure with a copula. There is limited
syntactic flexibility and removing pues and eso would alter the propositional basis of the
sentence. There is no semantic bleaching since the use of pues is connective, and eso works
as a subject, referring to the immediate content introduced (eso es ser Jesús, En. This is
Jesus Christ). In this context, the utterance can be interpreted literally, and no additional
inferences are implied pragmatically. Nevertheless, a crucial point for analysis is the new
position occupied by pues and not found in other previous monological texts, potentially
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leading to further developments for this connective involving changes in scope and new
functional uses combined with eso.

Example (25) exhibits similar features, with eso clearly referencing the preceding
rhetorical question:

(25) CENTENO Lo que ha de hacer es sufrir. ¿No sufrí yo lo del muerto? ¿Y burla
de mí no hacía cuando después me corría? Pues eso mismo le advierto: ni
se corra ni se asome hacia la parte que ofende, sufra como quien pretende y
calle como quien come. CENTENO: What he must do is endure. Did I not
endure what happened with the deceased? And did he not mock me when
he later ridiculed me? Well, I give him the same advice: neither run nor lean
towards the offending side, endure as one who intends to, and remain silent
as one who eats.

(c1657 MORETO, AGUSTÍN, El Santo Cristo de Cabrilla [España] [Aurelio Val-
ladares Reguero, Jaén, Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País, 2003] Verso)

Examples such as (25) appear later in our database (since the 17th century). They reflect
a shift in pues, previously used in reproduced dialogues to introduce responses by different
speakers: now, it mirrors a dialogic structure based on an adjacent “question–answer” pair
apparently produced by different speakers but presented by the same writer/speaker. This
shift also introduces a degree of polyphony and reflects an influence from the expletive
value. In Example (25), pues and eso can accommodate additional elements that reinforce
the anaphoric reference (e.g., the adjective mismo). As observed, the illative value is more
relevant than the original, basic consequence meaning of pues, which is not activated
in these new contexts. Unlike Example (24), modifying or even omitting the rest of the
utterance in this context does not result in a complete loss of meaning.

A total of 35 examples spanning from the 16th to the 19th centuries display these
characteristics, marking a preceding micro-stage in the development of reinforcement val-
ues. Specifically, the position occupied by pues in conjunction with eso creates room for the
emergence of new pragmatic meanings related to intangible elements like ideas or concepts
without explicit mention (see Section 4.2.3). This is corroborated by the analysis using the
VAM, which clearly illustrates the modification affecting the form pole: apparently, pues
occupies a medial position. A zoom through the VAM, however, shows an initial position
of act; pues would be tagged, again, as a TAS.

This said, agreement and self-reinforcement functions in the second stage are experi-
menting a (semi)fixation, not a completed process. This is supported by the VAM since PE
cannot be addressed as a free, adjacent unit (i.e., TAS, MAS, or IAS). The only item that can
be tagged as a TAS is pues, showing specific modifications in the scope which are key to
be fixed with eso as part of the same construction. There are no instances neither bridging
formulation, back-to-topic, or closing mark uses in this stage.

4.2.3. Third Stage: Constructionalized PE

According to the data, the agreement and self-reinforcement values in progress in
the second stage are established during the 19th century and consolidated in the 20th,
especially during the second half of the century. This third stage is also related to post-
constructionalization changes, which is supported by frequencies and by the development
of new functions not previously detected, such as formulation and back-to-topic, as well as
by the development of similar constructions based on pues (see Section 5).

Regarding the agreement mark, there are some first examples in the 17th century.
However, the increase in frequencies takes place since ca. 1850. Observe Examples (26)
and (27):

(26) Franco: ¿Para qué es tan larga arenga?
¿Es más que hurtarle la dama
y romperle la cabeza?
Federico: Sí; que el ser público el caso
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hace más viva la ofensa
y el descrédito mayor
que a darle muerte me empeña.
Franco: Pues eso: apretar la mano
y al sacudirle correrla.
Franco: Why is this speech so long? Is it more than just stealing the lady
and breaking his head?
Federico: Yes, because making the matter public intensifies the offense and
increases the discredit, which compels me to seek his death.
Franco: Well then, grip his hand tightly and, when shaking it, run it through.

(1652 MORETO, AGUSTÍN, El lego del Carmen. San Franco de Sena [España]
[Florián Smieja, Salamanca, Ediciones Anaya, S.A., 1970] Verso)

(27) A: Eso es decencia. Murieron antes que vender el secreto del General. ¿Y
dices que eran simples?
B: Como borregos.
A: Di que mártires, como los de Dios vivo.
B: Pues eso.
A: Los santos, ¿qué son?
A: That’s decency. They died before selling the General’s secret. And you
say they were simple?
B: Like sheep
A: Say martyrs, like those of the living God.
B: Pues eso.
A: What are saints then?

(1898 PÉREZ GALDÓS, BENITO, Zumalacárregui [España] [Biblioteca Virtual
Miguel de Cervantes, Alicante, Universidad de Alicante, 2002] Novela)

Example (26) was documented in the 17th century. This dialogical context shows
a first parenthetical use of pues eso in which the meaning is not compositional and goes
beyond the continuative value derived from pues in the second stage. As observed, Franco
replies to Federico through pues eso and even introduces further content to the discourse,
but this new content does not depend on pues and eso. Morphosyntactically, there is a wider
reduction of the structure: from <pues eso + subordinate sentence with “que”> to <pues eso
+ verbal complements> and, finally, to <PUES ESO>. This agreement construction could
still admit “to say” verbs (pues eso digo), but they are not very frequent in our database,
especially in the 19th and 20th centuries. This structure does not admit negation (e.g., pues
no eso), which also reveals a high degree of fixation.

Semantically, there is a bleaching on the original meaning of pues and eso, also derived
from the acquisition of meanings from other elements they were combined with previously
(pues eso mismo, pues eso claro está, verbs such as decir, etc.). Pragmatically, there are new
invited inferences by which the interpretation is not literally an echoic repetition of what is
said, but rather a clear intention of agreeing with the other speaker. In these contexts, pues
eso could be substituted by agreement marks, such as exacto. Example (27) confirms this
change: Speaker B replies to A through this PE construction with a new codified meaning:
total agreement as answer in an adjacent pair. As mentioned earlier, the bleaching process
appears to be complete, as the use of PE now allows reference to intangible elements, even
those not previously mentioned.

As summarized in Table 5, the number of cases documented in our database has
increased since the 20th century, suggesting a consolidation of these oral uses (see Table 4).
The construction PE as an agreement mark still allows for some variation, including verbs
(e.g., pues eso digo, pues eso es lo que digo yo, pues eso es), but this occurs only in a few cases in
poems and novels, seemingly determined by the stylistic choices of their authors.
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Table 5. PE as consolidated agreement mark in our database (Spain).

#Absolute #Normalized (/1,000,000 Words)

15th Century 0 0.00
16th Century 0 0.00
17th Century 1 0.03
18th Century 0 0.00
19th Century 8 0.23
20th Century 105 0.97

The consolidation of the agreement function involves a new analysis with the VAM,
reflecting changes in the form–meaning features through positions and units: contrary to
first and second stages, PE as a parenthetical is tagged as interactive adjacent subact (IAS)
in an independent intervention, with a new scope over the whole previous intervention.
Also, it can be related to further content, thus tagged as an IAS placed at the initial
position of the intervention. As observed, pues and eso are part of the same structure and
cannot be addressed as different units (i.e., pues is an IAS and eso as part of a DSS, like in
previous examples). The new position and unit acquired by PE are linked to its semantic
bleaching and the new pragmatic readings developed, which also differ from previous
cases employing pues as a continuative mark introducing responses.

Regarding the self-reinforcement function, the first examples of the completed con-
struction are detected since 1900, as observed in (28):

(28) en aquel rincón de la biblioteca donde están los pocos libros de la familia de
tu madre (q. e. p. d.) busca una obra en cuatro tomos, en cuarto, de canto
dorado, con el lomo muy pintado de arabescos, dorados también. Aquello
es La leyenda de oro. Pues eso. ¿Te quejas? ¿Te parece ñoño, viejo, naif, el
libro? ¿Qué dirías si te mandase buscar en el estante de los libros vetustos
Leyenda áurea, por Santiago de Vorágine?
In that corner of the library where your mother’s family’s few books (may
she rest in peace) are located, look for a four-volume work, in quarto size,
with gilded edges and a spine adorned with intricate golden arabesques.
That is ‘La leyenda de oro.’ Well, there you have it. Do you complain? Do
you find the book too sentimental, old-fashioned, or naïve? What would
you say if I asked you to find ‘Leyenda áurea’ by Santiago de Vorágine in
the shelf of ancient books?

(1901 CLARÍN (LEOPOLDO ALAS), Siglo pasado [España] [José Luis García
Martín, Gijón, Llibros del Pexe, 1999])

In (28), PE shows features similar to example (27): morphosyntactically, it is a free item
which can be replaced or deleted from the discourse without provoking a loss of meaning,
and there is a clear semantic bleaching by PE expressing a meaning not coded only in
the combination of pues and eso but also complemented by a new inferential meaning by
which information or an opinion can be highlighted by the speaker himself. This function
goes beyond the agreement mark or the answer value detected in the database during
previous centuries. There is even a certain degree of liberation from the rhetorical question–
answer structure found before, which constitutes the point of departure for this function,
as observed in the next example:

(29) Me lo decía ayer Miguel Juste, almorzando en Platerías: “USA, primera
potencia material, se está convirtiendo en primera potencia espiritual”. Pues
eso. Que Roca es potencia material en Cataluña y potencia espiritual en
Madrid.
Miguel Juste told me this yesterday while having lunch at Platerías: “The
USA, the leading material power, is becoming the leading spiritual power.”
Well, there you have it. Roca is a material power in Catalonia and a spiritual
power in Madrid.
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(1 June 1984, El País, 1 June 1984 [España] [Madrid, Diario El País, S.A., 1 June
1984] Actualidad)

According to the VAM, PE would be placed at the final position of an act, over which
it has scope, and tagged as a modal adjacent subact (MAS). Again, this involves a change
in the parameters of the construction: PE working as an agreement mark can only be
addressed as an IAS in a different position and with a different scope compared to self-
reinforcement, oriented to the way the speaker put illocutionary force in the message.

Our database reveals the consolidation of PE in self-reinforcement contexts also during the
20th century (see Table 6). These data include the completely parenthetical stage of the construc-
tion, as a continuation of the data retrieved in the second stage (see Section 4.2.2.2). Interestingly,
contexts of rhetorical question–answer continue being employed by contemporary speakers
in Peninsular Spanish.

Table 6. PE as a self-reinforcement construction consolidated mark in our database (Spain).

#Absolute #Normalized (/1,000,000 Words)

15th Century 0 0.00
16th Century 0 0.00
17th Century 0 0.00
18th Century 0 0.00
19th Century 1 0.02
20th Century 42 0.38

Last, the formulation and the back-to-topic functions are detected as part of the
complete constructionalization process since the 19th century onwards. The database,
however, shows only a few cases of closing mark. Observe Examples (30) and (31):

(30) —¿Yo? Nada. Que somos novios. Y como es muy buena habrá querido
decir. . . pues eso, que está contenta con lo nuestro.
—Me? Nothing. We’re dating. And since she’s very kind, she probably
meant. . . well, that she’s happy with us.

(1966 MARSÉ, JUAN, Últimas tardes con Teresa [España] [Barcelona, Seix Barral,
1996] Novela)

(31) —Dña. Dolores: ¿Por qué dices eso? —María: A mi padre le fusilaron. Se
enteró Basilio.
—Dña. Dolores: (Después de un silencio.) Y tú. . ., ¿piensas volver a trabajar?
—María: Sí, eso quería. Pero me imagino que ustedes no estarán en situación. . .
(Dirige una mirada interrogante a DON LUIS.) Nosotros, de momento. . .
—Don Luis: De momento, no.
—María: No, si ya me parecía a mí. Yo lo que había pensado es que como he
sabido que se ha muerto la Josefa, la criada de doña María Luisa la casera,
que iba a ir a pretender allí. Aunque yo no soy como la Josefa, porque
yo no entiendo tanto de cocina, y es una casa más importante. (Rectifica,
preocupada.) Bueno, sin hacer de menos.
—Dña. Dolores: No te preocupes, María; habla con tranquilidad.
—María: Pues eso. . . que quería preguntarles que qué les parece a ustedes
que vaya a pretender a casa de doña María Luisa la casera.
—Dña. Dolores: Why do you say that?
—María: My father was executed. Basilio found out.
—Dña. Dolores: (After a pause.) And you. . . do you plan to go back to work?
—María: Yes, that’s what I wanted. But I imagine you all won’t be in a
position. . . (She looks questioningly at DON LUIS.) At least, not for now. . .
—Don Luis: Not for now, no.
—María: Yeah, that’s what I thought. What I had in mind is that since I heard
that Josefa, the maid of doña María Luisa the landlady, has passed away,
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I was thinking of proposing there. Although I’m not like Josefa because I
don’t know as much about cooking, and it’s a more important household.
(She corrects herself, concerned.) Well, without diminishing her.
—Dña. Dolores: Don’t worry, María; speak calmly.
—María: Well, that. . . I wanted to ask what you all think about me going to
propose to doña María Luisa the landlady’s house.

(1982 FERNÁN GÓMEZ, FERNANDO, Las bicicletas son para el verano [España]
[Haro Tecglen, Eduardo, Madrid, Espasa Calpe, 1994] Teatro)

A total of 41 examples in the database, all extracted from novels and authentic dis-
courses (interviews in radio or TV) from the 20th century onwards, exhibit the same
structure as (30). These examples reflect a complete PE construction, including all the
linguistic features associated with the third stage. This results in a new, reanalyzed form–
meaning pairing oriented towards formulation (i.e., parenthetical, new meaning beyond
the combination of pues and eso, employed in new pragmatic contexts, etc.). PE functions
as a type of oral pause, allowing the speaker to think on the next idea to be introduced
(e.g., que está contenta con lo nuestro). According to the VAM, formulation introduces new
units and positions, specifically in the medial position within the uttered act, over which
PE holds influence as a textual adjacent subact (TAS).

Beyond formulation, the most recent developments of PE identified in the database
pertain to the back-to-topic function. As illustrated in Example (31), PE enables the speaker
to return to a previously mentioned topic or idea that had been set aside following a
digression. In this instance, Miss Dolores and Maria were discussing job opportunities at
their home. After receiving a negative response and engaging in an extended discussion
about Maria’s qualifications as a housekeeper, Maria revisits the main topic regarding the
possibility of working at Luisa’s house. Although the number of back-to-topic examples
in the database is limited, their documentation suggests that this function became estab-
lished at a later stage. The VAM analysis also reveals functional distinctions compared
to other functions of PE: it is once again categorized as a textual adjacent subact (TAS),
but it is positioned at the initial position within the intervention, with influence over
prior interventions.

This is similar to cases involving closing marks: there are no conversational instances in
which PE is employed to conclude a first topic in the final position of a reactive intervention
and dialogue (as discussed in Section 3). Instead, there are only five cases (from 1995 to 1997)
that appear to exhibit this function, as the writer closes one topic and may open another:

(32) Y por eso nos llama tanto la atención. Toda novedad, que decía Nabu-
codonosor, según Borges, no es sino olvido. Pues eso. And that’s why
it catches our attention so much. Every novelty, as Nabucodonosor said,
according to Borges, is nothing but forgetfulness. Well, there you have it.

(15 February 1996, El Mundo, 15 February 1996 [España] [Madrid, Unidad Editorial,
15 February 1996] Política)

In these cases, there is a reanalysis by which PE presents only textual properties
organizing the discourse. According to the VAM, it would be tagged as a TAS in the final
position of the dialogue and even discourse.

To sum up, the functional development of PE across the units and positions within
the VAM enables us to create a visual representation of the constructionalization process
completed in the third stage. Initially, the values of pues were confined to the act or the
intervention, with a more limited scope (see Table 7):
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Table 7. PE in the VAM grid.

PUES ESO Subact Act Intervention Dialogue

Initial
“pues”

PE agreement (IAS)
PE back-to-topic (TAS)

Medial “pues” PE formulation
(TAS)

Final PE self-reinf.
(MAS)

PE closing mark
(TAS)

Independent PE agreement (IAS)

Each unit and position, in turn, is associated with the set of form and meaning features
described in Section 4.2. In turn, the evolutive pattern followed by PE in the third stage can
be traced by including the date of the first documentation of each function developed in
the combination unit × position (see Pons Bordería 2018 for further diachronic evolutions
of discourse markers in Peninsular Spanish through the VAM). See Table 8:

Table 8. First documentations of PE in the VAM grid.

PUES ESO Subact Act Intervention Dialogue

Initial PE agreement 1885
PE back-to-topic 1982

Medial PE formulation
1959

Final PE self-reinf.
1884

PE closing mark
1995

Independent PE agreement 1898

As seen, PE abandons subacts and develops a new preference for medial and final
positions in the 20th century, which differs from the original values of pues with a narrower
scope and a more reduced positional distribution.

5. Discussion

The findings of the analysis show that PE becomes a complete conversational for-
mula in the 20th century, but that there is a bridging change stage (i.e., the second stage)
which is relevant for this constructionalization process. In particular, the agreement and
self-reinforcement functions seem to be developed earlier before the consolidation of the par-
enthetical combination of pues and eso. This second stage corresponds to pre-constructional
changes leading to the new construction (e.g., contextual restrictions, changes in the mor-
phosyntactic features, such as combinations with new complements and more specific verbs,
new pragmatic readings, and gradual expansion, etc.). In addition, post-constructional
changes take place in the third stage, as shown by the development of new functions
derived from the new consolidated ones, not previously found in the database (i.e., formu-
lation, back-to-topic, and closing mark), as well as by the clear loss of compositionality and
structural reduction (Traugott and Trousdale 2013). Also, PE seems to be integrated into a
bigger constructional network, as shown by other formulas such as pues nada or pues vale,
commonly employed in colloquial, spoken discourses and also popularized during the
20th century (e.g., pues nada; Salameh Jiménez Forthcoming(a); see also pues bien in Octavio
de Toledo 2018). The development of other similar constructions suggests a productive
constructional schema behind pues which must be diachronically addressed.

As shown, constructionalization as a framework explains how conversational formulas
such as PE are conventionalized (i.e., an increase in frequencies of use in the 19th and 20th
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centuries in tandem with the acquisition of new form and meaning features), in line with
other discursive devices which are not discourse markers but develop similar functions (e.g.,
general extenders; Borreguero Zuloaga 2023). While certain features of PE can be elucidated
through grammaticalization, such as reduction, decategorialization, and layering in Hopper’s
framework, the complete spectrum of features associated with PE does not conform entirely
to grammaticalization processes (e.g., there is no phonetic reduction; rather, there is a
case of elision from complete clauses to truncated clauses; Brinton 2023, p. 25; in addition,
the bleaching process is less transparent since the neutral deictic eso keeps some kind of
referential meaning which cannot be completely erased). A constructional approach is also
compatible with some basic principles of grammaticalization and would also explain the
way pues and eso become PE: a “conversational formula” would be the more abstract level,
composed of instances of the second stage of PE working as a (semi)fixated construction (e.g.,
pues X as an answer, rhetorical question–answer introduced by pues) which, in turn, includes
fewer schematic formulas triggered later (e.g., pues eso mismo le advierto, pues eso digo, pues eso
es, etc.), before the definitive rise of PE. These more abstract levels would also be related to the
development of other pues-based constructions (Salameh Jiménez Forthcoming(a)).

Regarding the data, some specific aspects can also be discussed: this first diachronic
analysis of PE allows for proposing specific periods explaining its evolution. These periods
are based on the data retrieved from a representative corpus in Peninsular Spanish covering
different centuries and examples from the 20th century (i.e., the CDH). Form and meaning
changes detected in each stage can constitute the point of departure for deeper research
on PE which requires new data sources. For example, some of the first examples of
constructionalized PE belong to texts published by specific authors writing novels and
plays reproducing oral interaction since the 19th century (e.g., Pérez Galdós, Aub, Sánchez
Ferlosio, Pardo Bazán, etc.). Thus, a focus on this period is suggested so as to retrieve further
examples of agreement and self-reinforcement functions in oral contexts and, especially, to
check whether formulation, back-to-topic, or closing marks were triggered later or maybe
before the 20th century. Similarly, examples from the second stage could also be explored
from discourse traditions (Llopis-Cardona 2022) by addressing specific types of texts and
stylistic features in writers employing pues and eso (e.g., religious texts; Traugott 2010).
This, again, invites us to address a possible relationship between those first uses, probably
idiosyncratic, and their diffusion.

Last, the analysis shows that the incorporation of the VAM units and positions as
part of the form meaning allows for a clearer association with the semantic and pragmatic
changes experimented by PE as a new construction (Pons Bordería 2018): the uses of pues
and eso in the first stage are part of directive substantive subacts (DSSs) within acts; cases of
pues and eso developing dialogical features in the second stage involve a new segmentation
by which pues works as a textual adjacent subact (TAS) introducing the rest of the DSS
in which eso is inserted; finally, PE parenthetical cases in the third stage can be tagged
as interactive adjacent subacts (IASs) for the agreement function, modal adjacent subacts
(MASs) for the self-reinforcement, and textual adjacent subacts (TASs) for formulation,
back-to-topic, and closing marks. This suggests an interpersonal > modal > textual cline,
in line with other works in different languages (Scivoletto 2023). These transformations
in units are also combined with positional changes (from medial in subacts to initial in
interventions, and medial and final in acts and even dialogues).

6. Conclusions

The diachronic study of PE in Peninsular Spanish has remained unexplored, mainly
due to the spoken, colloquial nature of this conversational formula, which could hinder
data obtention. However, a first analysis of the CDH (RAE) has shed some light on its
evolution, with a total of 732 tokens classified into three stages according to the degree of
fixation detected. By adopting a constructional approach (Traugott 2020), results reveal that
the different current functions covered by PE were consolidated during the 20th century,
with special attention to previous developments in the 16th and 17th centuries, when
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agreement and self-reinforcement functions seem to have originated. In turn, formulation,
back-to-topic, and closing marks were triggered later, as part of post-constructional changes.

Our results allow comparisons with the development of other similar discursive
devices, such as general extenders (e.g., y eso, y nada, y todo; López Serena 2018) and fit
results from other works dealing with grammaticalization processes finished in the 20th
century (see Salameh Jiménez 2020b; Pardo-Llibrer Forthcoming). Some tasks, however,
need future research to be done: first, the second and third stages require further data
focusing on specific text types, especially in the 20th century with other complementary
corpora to be explored (Biblioteca Virtual de Prensa Histórica; or spoken colloquial corpora,
such as Val.Es.Co. in its initial era—i.e., 1990s—spontaneous interviews from PRESEEA,
etc.). Additionally, the consolidation of formulation, back-to-topic, and closing marks could
be checked through interviews with 60–80-year-old speakers, complementing the data
retrieved. Second, a diachronic approach to other closer conversational formulas, such
as pues nada, pues bien, or pues vale, is needed to complete the constructional network to
which pues belongs, as well as to measure the schematicity and productivity behind PE as a
possible influence for their development. Again, the use of the VAM units as part of the
form pole will be useful in systematizing all the functional transformations experimented
by (semi)completed constructions.
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Notes
1 The diachronic application of the VAM is possible, as shown by previous studies dealing with grammaticalization processes in

discourse markers (Salameh Jiménez 2020a). Although the VAM was initially created to analyze colloquial conversations, further
developments have been carried out to address other oral–written genres (interviews and social gatherings, Briz 2013; football
broadcastings; Salameh Jiménez (Forthcoming(b)); and, more recently, written journalistic texts, Pons Bordería 2022).

2 A search for “eso mismo” in the CDH to determine whether it functions as a consolidated formula in parallel with “pues eso
mismo” reveals that there is no interdependence between them. “Eso mismo” is often combined with “E eso mismo” or “Y eso
mismo”, but these combinations have a different, non-continuative meaning.
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